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The landscape of computing power available for the CMS experiment is rapidly evolving, from a scenario
dominated by x86 processors deployed at WLCG sites, towards a more diverse mixture of Grid, HPC, and
Cloud facilities incorporating a higher fraction of non-CPU components, such as GPUs. Using these facilities’
heterogeneous resources efficiently to process the vast amounts of data to be collected in the LHC Run3 and
beyond, in the HL-LHC era, is key to CMS’s achieving its scientific goals.
The CMS Submission Infrastructure is the main computing resource provisioning system for CMS workflows,
including data processing, simulation and analysis. It currently aggregates nearly 400k CPU cores distributed
worldwide from Grid, HPC and cloud providers. The Submission Infrastructure, together with other elements
in the CMS workload management, has been modified in its strategies and enlarged in its scope to make use
of these new resources.

In this evolution, key questions such as the optimal level of granularity in the description of the resources, or
how to prioritize workflows in this new resource mix must be taken into consideration. In addition, access
to many of these resources is considered opportunistic by CMS, thus each resource provider may also play
a key role in defining particular allocation policies, diverse from the up-to-now dominant system of pledges.
All these matters must be addressed in order to ensure the efficient allocation of resources and matchmaking
to tasks to maximize their use by CMS.

This contribution will describe the evolution of the CMS Submission Infrastructure towards a full integration
and support of heterogeneous resources according to CMS needs. In addition, a study of the pool of GPUs
already available to CMS Offline Computing will be presented, including a survey of their diversity in relation
to CMS workloads, and the scalability reach of the infrastructure to support them.
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Significance
The Submission Infrastructure is the main component of the resource acquisition and workload to resource
matchmaking systems in CMS Offline Computing. It is therefore mandatory to adapt it to be able to send GPU
allocation requests to resource providers, to integrate those GPUs into the CMSHTCondor infrastructure, and
finally to optimize workload to heterogeneous resource assignment in order for CMS to succeed in this future
vasts amount of computing power available in the form of GPUs. This contribution will present how this has
been achieved, and indeed the already existing pool of GPUs ready for CMS use.
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